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This is a selection from Ezekiel's Chronicles of the Bride,
September 21, 2007.
"How I long to gather you to Myself. Press on toward the
goal to win the prize for which God has called You Heavenward in Me. For I will bring you to the joy and
peace of your eternal home.
"When you arrive, you will see souls going to and fro, all very natural, all very orderly according to My
Purpose. You will see, that just as upon the Earth, My People will be serving, praying, praising, and
working along with the Salvific Plan for all souls, even until the end of the world.
"Though glorified and perfect, you will yet resemble the human state that you previously lived in - only
purified, reflecting Me and My Own Image authentically and genuinely. You will all be perfectly humble,
with perfect divine charity, wisdom, and grace. You will love Me and one another with absolute
sweetness. Holiness will abound, and permeate everyone and everything, as with the words to the
precious nativity song, "All is calm, all is bright." I will reach you there, instantly, without the slightest
delay when you call. I will spread My cloak over you, and draw you again and again to My Heart, that
you may drink fully of the consolations of your God.
"Blessed be the days to come, when I ring you round with songs of joy, with festive tunes and
celebrations. How wondrous a thing it will be when I, your Lord, gird Myself about with a fine linen sash,
and begin to wait upon you at My Father's Banquet. Although you measure your days at present with
hours and minutes, it will not be so there. In Heaven there is no sense of time, for it does not exist. All
things are eternal, and each occurrence, circumstance, and activity simply flows into and out of another.
"We will work on Earth. We will live for souls, and for the salvation of every one of them. As many as will
be saved, we will accompany as a Great Cloud of Witnesses. We will pray - interceding and ministering
to the Heart of Our God on their behalf, and assisting them with many graces, intervening in their lives."
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